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Summary
The financial crisis which started in 2007 is considered to be responsible for the creation of the greatest financial dislocations since the Great Depression in the 1930s causing a drop in the international trade. In this respect, shipping market as the main service provider to international trade experienced a downfall wherein many shipping companies lay-upped or scrapped their vessels. The main purpose of this research is to evaluate the changes in Iranian liner shipping connectivity index caused by economic recession. For this purpose, this paper studies the Iranian economy from 2007 to 2009, i.e. the recession period, and evaluates the effects of world financial crisis on the Iranian shipping market.
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INTRODUCTION / Uvod

Maritime transportation is the backbone of international trade, but the share of its weight borne by sea is hard to come by (Barnhart and Laporte, 2007).

Beginning in 2007, the global economic recession brought significant changes in the world economy. It was not surprising that a global crisis would lead to a significant decline in global activity; the extent and duration of this decline representing a major area of research (Claessens et al., 2008). As studied by Mohi-Eldin and Mohamed (2010), the existence of 2008 economical crisis and its deep impact on all economic sectors worldwide, caused a severe impact on container sector and particularly on container shipping line due to the nature of the maritime market in the sense of reaching the equilibrium point between supply and demand. This crisis is unique for its depth and global effect that no region or country has remained unaffected.

ITF report (2009) showed that vessel owners have idled vessels –in May 2009 almost 10% of the world container fleet capacity (1.1 million TEU’s). Idling vessels has been an immediate response to the drop in demand but many owners have also sought to scrap their older, less economic vessels. In addition, drop in scrap vessel values has an influence on fleet renewal as owners may wish to now hold on to vessels while waiting for higher scrap values in order to regain some of the residual capital value of their ships and many ship owners have cancelled new build orders. Barring major structural changes in world trade patterns, the recession will delay maritime activity growth for a few years, without fundamentally changing projected trends (OECD/ITF, 2009).

The economic sectors that were affected the most are those whose operation relies on the financial system and mainly on bank credit, namely housing and consumer lending, as well as the shipping industry, as the demand for transportation is influenced by the demand for global trade (Pagoulatos and Triantopoulos, 2009), and since the demand for global trade has fallen, the impact on the ocean container transportation is also noticeable (Slack, 2010). Apart from the idle ships, the over capacity is enhanced by the arrival of new deliveries, whose building orders were placed in previous years (Slack, 2010). It is important to note that the carriers’ new orders are significantly reduced compared to the previous years (Containerization International, 2010). The financial recession of the post 2008 period has a significant impact on international trade, transport and logistics (Ng and Liu, 2010).

Characteristic was the decision of Maersk Line to lay off 3000 employees operating in the container division, January 2008, to reduce by 700 the working places in the Chinese market by 2009, and shut down the global services centre in Guangdong, November 2008 (Luo et al., 2009).

This paper aims at evaluating the effects of recession on Iranian shipping market. To achieve this purpose, liners shipping connectivity index coupled with the changes in different shipping markets, i.e. tanker, container, and bulk, of Iran are studied. However, needless to say that the future of the maritime industry is dependent on the time that is needed, in order to recover from the effects of the recession (Samaras and Papadopoulou, 2010).

ECONOMIC RECESSION / Ekonomska recesija

The financial crisis has occurred at a time when many developing economies have been enjoying years of good growth, and this together with improved macroeconomic management has resulted in more robust economies in the developing world, and with this more optimistic prognosis, it may be possible for many individual developing countries to manage the impact of the crisis through appropriate policy responses (Naudé, 2009).

Given the openness of U.S. financial markets and the heavy participation of foreign banks and financial firms in those markets, the U.S. financial crisis quickly spread throughout the world (Krugman, 2008). The financial crisis that started in 2007 is considered to be responsible for the creation of the greatest financial dislocations since the Great Depression of the 1930s (Melvin and Taylor, 2009).

While the crisis quickly resulted in deep recessions in a number of advanced economies, the emerging market and developing economies were also seriously affected, but the impact varied across regions and countries (Claessens et al., 2008), resulting in a deepening economic crisis affecting worldwide productivity and employment (Floer and Coutts, 2009).

World Trade Organisation and World Bank, predicting the biggest global economic contraction on record since World War II, due to the reduction of global exports by 9% in 2009 (WTO, 2009), as well as a 2.9% decrease in global economic output, representing the first decline since 1982, a 10% decrease in global trade volume for 2009, and a decline of 38-79% in gross domestic product growth in 2009, relative to 2008, in developing nations (World Bank, 2009).
Excessive accumulation of debt (Reinhart et. al., 2009), the rapid increase of asset prices in a number of countries before the crisis, the credit booms ahead of the crisis experienced by a number of key economies, the dramatic expansion in a variety of marginal loans, the inability of regulation and supervision of financial institutions to keep up with developments (Claessens et al., 2008). Besides the similarities, commentators, especially in the media, argue that the latest crisis is different. Krugman (2009) identified that its root causes lie in the excessive global savings, flowing through a poorly regulated shadow banking system in the United States to its housing market. Additionally, Claessens et. al. (2008) suggested the four main points that differentiate the present crisis with the previous ones. Firstly, there is no clarity among the products that the financial institutions used to offer. Secondly, the unification of the financial markets in a domestic and global range is to be mentioned. Thirdly, the acceleration of the banking leverage is sharp. Finally, there is a difference in the role of the household. The combination of the above four elements compose the right climate for the 2007 financial crisis. They further stated that the global recession affected all advanced economies; the consequence of it was the drop of the house prices and a credit shock, followed by the immediate decrease in the consumption and the investment ability.

Around the world, most countries have responded to the economic crisis by cutting interest rates and injecting more liquidity into financial systems. Many governments have concluded that the best way to combat recession is to introduce fiscal stimulus packages that can boost domestic demand and help counteract losses in confidence (UN, 2009).

Figure 2 represents the global oil demand including LPG, Naphtha, Motor Gasoline, Jet fuel, Kerosene, Gasoil, and Residual Fuel Oil.

As illustrated from figures 1 and 2, there is a decrease in both of the global oil production and demand during economical recession.

**RECESSION IN IRAN / Recesija u Iranu**

Like other open economies, Iranian economy was also affected by the difficult condition of financial markets. Although many Iranian analysts optimistically assessed the first round impact of the global financial crisis on the Iranian economy negligible, soon the depth and width of the world crisis hit all aspects of the financial market in Iran in a meaningful way. However, the weak connections of the capital and financial markets and institutions of Iran with their counterparts abroad proceeded to less impact on operational indices of securities market in Iran (Central Bank of Islamic Republic of Iran, 2008/2009).

The first and most compelling transmission of the world economic crisis on the economy of Iran was related to the sharp fluctuation and then decline of oil prices in international market. With sharp oil price falls during the second half of 2008 and the consequent decline in Iran’s oil production and export, the country experienced immense amounts of forgone foreign exchange earnings.
As oil refinery and petrochemical products constitute a large portion of non-oil exports of Iran, the non-oil export of the country also suffered similarly at the second half of the year, leading to the assessment that non-oil exports cannot compensate for declines in oil exports at difficult conditions of international oil market. Of course the weaknesses in commodities’ international prices and markets lowered the import prices for trade which benefited the Iranian economy over the second half of the year (CBI, 2008/2009).

However, as of August 2008, oil prices plunged rapidly as demand from the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) countries came to a sudden halt and recession loomed as the financial crisis severely impacted the global economy (IDS, 2008).

Oil represents 80% or more of the exports of Iran in 2008 (The World Bank Middle East Department, 2009), thus it caused a decrease in Iranian GDP, as shown in figure 4.

Although Lebanon, Iran and Jordan’s stock market indices declined alongside other MENA1 countries, they declined less than in most other emerging market economies. Apart from Lebanon, which has some cross-border banking transactions and sovereign and corporate presence on the global bond market, the ME-5 2 region is relatively isolated from the global financial system (The World Bank Middle East Department, 2009).

While the impact of the crisis of ME-5 financial systems has been limited so far, going forward, one cannot exclude a significant impact on the real economy (The World Bank Middle East Department, 2009).

Beyond these macroeconomic considerations of the initial conditions, ME-5 entered the crisis with a challenging position from asocial and structural perspective due to a long standing social contract and difficult to retract commitments. First, ME-5 countries share the characteristics of high unemployment (above 10 percent). Their unemployment rates are generally much higher than developing countries averages. Another characteristic of ME-5 is their high level of youth unemployment. Second, in some ME-5 countries, subsidies are high and seen as part of the social contract (Iran and Syria), and other inefficiencies in state-owned enterprises creates a burden on public finances similar to subsidies (Lebanon and Iraq). Third, in the Iran, Iraq, and Syria political economy can make it difficult to implement reforms quickly to respond to a fast changing global environment. While the impact of the global financial crisis on ME-5 financial systems has been limited, the impact on the real economy can be Significant (The World Bank Middle East Department, 2009).

The Iranian economy’s most significant challenge is the fall in oil export revenues due to the reduction in global demand and subsequent fall in oil prices. So far, through the end of Iranian year, i.e. March 20, 2009, the magnitude of this impact was relatively modest, due to exceptionally high oil prices and revenues in the first half of the Iranian year. Compared to the 2008-2009 budget revenues and expenditures of the Central Government are expected to decrease in 2009-2010 by more than 10 percentage points of GDP, from 28.7 percent to 18.4 percent. Current revenues (taxes) are budgeted to fall by 1.8 percent of GDP, showing signs of an expected slow-down in economic activity; while disposal of capital assets (oil revenues) is

---

1. The MENA (Middle East & North Africa) Region includes: Algeria, Bahrain, Djibouti, Egypt, Iran, Iraq, Israel, Jordan, Kuwait, Lebanon, Libya, Malta, Morocco, Oman, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Syria, Tunisia, United Arab Emirates, West Bank, Gaza, and Yemen
2. Middle East 5 countries include Iran, Iraq, Jordan, Lebanon, and Syria
expected to fall by 5.6 percent of GDP (The World Bank Middle East Department, 2009).

As shown in figure 5, the most effective impact of the world economic and financial crisis on the Iranian economy took place in the oil sector as a result of the high dependence of country’s foreign exchange earnings on the oil revenue (CBI, 2008/2009).

The 150th (Extraordinary) meeting of the OPEC conference convened on October 24th, 2008 discussed the current global financial crisis, the world economic situation, and their impacts on the oil market. The state of worrying about a dramatic reduction in demand and oil prices made the OPEC decrease the current OPEC-11 production ceiling (excluding Iraq and Indonesia) by 1.5 mb/d, effective November 1st, 2008 (CBI, 2008/09).

**IRANIAN MAIN SHIPPING MARKETS / Glavna brodarska tržišta u Iranu**

The Liner Shipping Connectivity Index captures how well countries are connected to global shipping networks. It is computed by the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD) based on five components of the maritime transport sector including number of ships, their container-carrying capacity, maximum vessel size, number of services, and number of companies that deploy container ships in a country’s ports. For each component a country’s value is divided by the maximum value of each component in 2004, the five components are averaged for each country, and the average is divided by the maximum average for 2004 and multiplied by 100. The index generates a value of 100 for the country with the highest average index in 2004 (World Bank, 2010).

As shown in figure 6, although there were a decrease on number and capacity of Iranian vessels, but Liner Shipping Connectivity Index has an increase, which represents Iranian vessels continue their global trade, during the economical recession.

Port container traffic measures the flow of containers from land to sea transport modes, and vice versa, in twenty-foot equivalent units (TEUs), a standard-size container. Data refer to coastal shipping as well as international journeys. Transshipment traffic is counted as two lifts at the intermediate port (once to off-load and again as an outbound lift) and includes empty units.

Figure 3 shows the Iranian container port traffic.
As illustrated from figure 7, Iranian container port traffic enjoyed an increase, which might be affected by large amount of cargoes annually import to the country.

Iranian Shipping Market in Economic Recession

As shown in figure 8, there was a decrease in Iranian tanker fleets, which is caused by the international embargoes and changing the flag of Iranian tankers. In addition, as other countries, total merchant fleets of Iran experienced a decrease during the recession periods.

Figure 9 shows the amount of cargo loaded/unloaded in Iranian ports.
As illustrated from figure 9, there is an increase in solid bulks, which is the result of large amount of bulk import in the country. Other types of cargo are shown variable behaviour, which is directly affected by Iranian policies and tariffs on different types of cargo.

Number of ships called in Iranian ports during 2000-2010 is shown in figure 10.

Indeed, number of container and general cargo vessels called in Iranian ports enjoyed an increase; but other types of vessels experienced a decrease in number.

The Treasury Department of US added Islamic Republic of Iran Shipping Line (IRISL), its vessels and related entities, to a list of blacklisted Iranian companies in September 2008, accusing it of shipping military-related cargo, including a chemical used in missiles, to Iran’s defence ministry, through deceptive techniques so Iran’s state shipping company has changed the names and ownership of most of its vessels to evade U.S. sanctions (Wall Street Journal, 2010). Figure 11 shows the number of Iranian vessels which sailed under foreign flags.

As illustrated from figure 11, there is a large increase in number of Iranian vessels under foreign flags; which may be the cause of the decrease in number of Iranian merchant fleets, as shown in figure 8.

**CONCLUSION / Zaključak**

International economic recession changed the relations in global shipping market. Such as all the countries all around the world, Iranian shipping market was affected by this recession, which was coupled with international embargoes. This paper studied the mentioned effects in Iranian shipping
Following is to be concluded on the basis of the results of this research:

- As there is an increase in liner connectivity index, Iranian vessels continue their global trade, during the economical recession.
- There was an increase in Iranian container port traffic, which is the result of amount of cargo importation in the country. Furthermore, amount of solid bulk cargoes enjoyed an increase in Iranian ports.
- Due to recession and international embargoes, total number of Iranian fleets experienced a decrease. In addition, there was a large increase in the number of Iranian ships which sail under foreign flags.
- Unlike other types of vessels, number of container and also general cargo ships has increased during the recession.
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